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chairman’s message
As growers, we have had to
adapt to challenging times
often and with little notice.
However, I think we can
all agree, adapting to 2020
has been a new and difficult
challenge. I would argue that
while our world may look
matt fisher
different, our job remains the
Chairman
same - produce, package and
sell the highest quality citrus. As an industry, we
have done a great job making the best out of what
this year has turned into.

have crippled our industry. They are excited to
work on our behalf and ready to push forward.
COVID-19 taught us to remain flexible and to rely
even more on the organizations that advocate on our
behalf. As grower members, we need to understand
our part in the success story. We need to commit
to this organization because they fight the battles
as they come before us. If you only have a portion
of your acreage signed up, I recommend enrolling
all of your acreage. Talk to your grower friends and
neighbors and ask them if they are members of
CCM and if they are not, encourage them to sign
up. Your commitment to this organization is less
than 1% of your farming budget. The return will
always outweigh the investment when you consider
that our way of life is on the line.

Before I go any further, I would like to thank you for
what you do every day. As a 4th generation grower
myself, I know the challenges and understand
the worry that going to work every day during a
pandemic means for employee and family safety. This world works a lot different than it used to. If we
Thank you for putting in the work.
do not recognize the changes that have to be made,
we will not be successful. 2020 has reminded us to
We started the past season in a rut. The market remain humble, keep our heads down, and continue
wasn’t there and we were all feeling the pressure. to work through difficult times. This is why I love
Then, when demand kicked in and the majority of farming. You never know what’s around the corner,
the population stayed home, we saw a change in and we have reason to be excited about our future.
buying habits and suddenly citrus was in.
As Board Chairman, I appreciate, and I know the
2020 is behind us now, and we must move forward. staff appreciates, your continued investment in
The citrus industry has reached a transition point CCM. We are excited to partner with you in a new
across our leadership. You see it at Sunkist with Jim era of forward thinking and a new definition of
Phillips, at Wonderful Citrus with Zak Laffite, and sustainability for future generations.
for the point of this discussion, at CCM with Casey
Creamer. We have a new sense of energy
and perspective. These leaders have
taught us to communicate differently
and come at our issues from a variety
of angles. We cannot fight things as
individuals; we need to be united.
Change is happening at CCM. Casey
has restructured the organization and
built a team that has a fresh approach
to tackling modern-day challenges.
This team, your team, was the epicenter
of communication during the changing
pandemic. They put the right people
in front of the growers to equip us
properly, and delivered several large
wins on issues that otherwise would
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2020 was a year full of
uncertainty
with
trade
disputes, restaurant closures,
market disruptions, new safety
protocols, government support
programs,
and
electionyear politics, to name a few.
Coronavirus dominated all our
lives, and through it all, the
citrus industry stood firm and
met the challenge head-on.
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Our 2020 Annual Report highlights the team’s
activities throughout this unforgettable year. I’m
confident that your staff ’s work and our partners in
Sacramento and Washington made a quantifiable
difference within government and hopefully for your
businesses as well. If there was ever a question of the
need for a trade association, 2020 proved that the
answer is yes. We know your business is your priority,
and it’s our priority to advocate for policies that allow
this industry to thrive.
While I’m proud of our accomplishments this year,
there is much more work to be done. Our longterm success depends, in part, on us creating diverse
partnerships and engaging new, even unlikely, allies.
This is just a reality of the state and nation that we live in
as urban populations continue to grow. We must adapt
our approach to match the changing demographics.
Our elected representatives, our customers, and the

consumer are becoming increasingly removed from
agriculture and less understanding to the challenges
you face. We must enhance our efforts in telling your
story and communicate in a manner that resonates
across all of our various audiences.
I’m reminded of a speech made by longtime Ag
lobbyist George Soares at a conference years ago. He
said, “A stranger will not listen to your best ideas,
but a friend will listen to your worst ideas.” We may
have the best idea. It may be the right idea. But it will
fall on deaf ears every time unless we put the time
and effort into building lasting relationships. Strong
relationships are the currency with which we are
afforded the access and opportunities to tackle the
challenges of today and prepare for what’s to come.
Going forward into 2021, let’s approach the challenges
that await us with an optimistic mindset. There
will be setbacks and advancements, not successes
or failures. Winning or losing is as subjective in
business as it is in politics. Pushing forward, no
matter what the obstacle, is the appropriate measure
for our continued success. It’s what has defined the
success of the California citrus industry since its
earliest beginnings.
On behalf of the entire team, thank you for the
incredible opportunity to serve you, the grower, and
best wishes for a healthy and prosperous 2021!
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Return on Investment

$99.16 MILLION
FUNDING RECEIVED
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Preventing the spread of HLB is a priority for the
California citrus industry and thus CCM dedicates a
significant amount of staff resources toward advocating
for industry programs and regulatory policies that
support this objective.
There are three major funding streams that come to
California from the Federal government due in part to
the advocacy efforts of CCM.
2020 Federal Funding Sources for ACP/HLB:
• $12.5 million for CA through the Citrus Health
Response Program (CHRP)
• $25 million in Farm Bill funding for ACP/HLB
research
• $8.5 million for Multi-Agency Coordination (MAC)
Group to fund shovel ready research projects
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Additionally, the 2020-21 CA State Budget signed by
Governor Newsom included for the 2nd consecutive
year $5 million in state funds for CDFA’s Citrus Pest and
Disease Prevention Division (CPDPD).

2020 POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE contributions
As the citrus industry’s voice in Sacramento and Washington, our mission is simple – advocate for policies
that support California citrus growers. Political contributions help us gain access to the legislators in
office. We support candidates who can help advance the interests of citrus growers.
A robust, well-funded Political Action Committee (PAC) is a necessary part of doing business in California
and Washington D.C. The PAC is part of our comprehensive government affairs strategy. The PAC and
the contributions we make are decided by a committee of your peers; members of the Board and the
Government Relations Committee.

Federal PAC

State PAC

Total Contributions: $31,300
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Federal Highlights
CHinese Tariff Reductions
Beginning in March, after a nearly two year-long trade war, California citrus received a much-needed reduction
in tariffs for product shipped to China. The Phase One trade deal with China was signed in January of 2020 and
included China’s commitment to purchase additional agricultural products. However, the deal did not include a
reduction on the 70% tariffs that were a significant impediment for citrus exports and further created an oversupply
situation on the domestic market.
CCM worked alongside our allied industry partners, congressional representatives, and the Administration to
bring awareness about the tariffs’ impacts on the industry. This outreach and support from our congressional
representatives, directly led to a reduction in the 301 tariffs to China from 70% to 35%.

coronavirus food assistance program
Citrus growers became eligible for Coronavirus Food Assistance Program (CFAP) 1.0 on September 11th
thanks to a combined effort by California, Texas, and Florida Citrus Mutuals. The eligible commodities were
lemons, tangerines, mandarins, oranges, and grapefruit. Our organizations communicated to Congress and the
Administration how the pandemic and the subsequent closure of the food service sector impacted the citrus
market, particularly lemons.
Prior to the pandemic, the citrus industry took advantage of government food purchases under the Section 32 and
Trade Mitigation programs. Because the loss of the food service market so significantly impacted our industry,
we advocated for a new program that would provide greater and more direct relief to producers who incurred
COVID-19 related losses. The efforts by CCM and others led to the creation of CFAP 1.0 and later, CFAP 2.0.
As you can see from the chart on the previous page, the California citrus industry received $48.16 million in direct
payments from CFAP. Over half of that was paid to lemon growers who were most significantly impacted by the
loss of the food service sector. The CFAP direct payments were not first-come, first-serve, and included a selfcertification process to ensure a timely response.
CFAP 1.0 also included the Farmers to Families Food Box program, which provided an alternative market for the
displaced product that would otherwise go to the foodservice sector. Citrus was included in the program, as you
can see in the above photo.
The application period for CFAP 2.0 in October and closed on December 11, 2020. Under CFAP 2.0, citrus
producers were eligible to receive a direct payment based on the producer’s 2019 sales, subject to a payment
limitation of $250,000 per person or entity. As of January 2021, the final CFAP 2.0 report has not been released by
USDA.

aqi funding
The Agriculture Quarantine Inspection (AQI) program plays a critical role in preventing the spread of invasive
pests and diseases throughout the country. The AQI program works closely with the Department of Homeland
Security’s Customs and Border Protection and is funded through passenger airline fees. As COVID-19 hit the
United States, there was a significant decline in travel which led to reduction in funding for the AQI program. USDA
approached CCM and advised us of the dire situation that would have led to employee furloughs and a decline in
AQI program services, thereby jeopardizing critical pest prevention activities. CCM contacted Congresswoman
Julia Brownley from Ventura, and the Congresswomen was able to include the funding in a budget bill, which has
kept the program going during COVID-19.

State Highlights
NO ON PROPOSITION 15 CAMPAIGN SUCCESSFUL

CCM is a founding member of the Alliance of California’s Farmers and Ranchers. The Alliance
was formed as a collective group of agricultural organizations that are seeking to strategically
improve the outcomes in key California elections that effect the agricultural business climate.
As part of that focus, the Alliance played a key role in the successful No on Prop 15 campaign.

Proposition 15, the Split Roll Tax Initiative, was one of the largest threats to California agriculture. We are proud to
report that the proposition failed. This means that current Proposition 13 protections
will remain in place for California agriculture. It was a close vote, and the efforts of all
who participated in agriculture and broader business communities were necessary and
essential for the defeat. Thank you to all who voted and supported our efforts through
the Alliance of California’s Farmers and Ranchers!

Labor legislation
SB 1102: H-2A Compensable travel time - vetoed
CCM along with the Grower Shipper Association
worked to secure a veto on SB 1102 (Monning), which
would have changed California labor law by requiring
employers to compensate H-2A employees at their
regular rate of pay during voluntary travel to and from
the job site. The bill would also have led to increased
daily and weekly overtime pay because of the addition
of such transportation time.

AB 2043: FARMWORKER COVID-19 RELIEF PACKAGE - modified
AB 2043 by Assembly
Member
Robert
Rivas
would have, among other
things, allowed for union
representatives to conduct
COVID-19 related outreach
at Ag operations on behalf
of CalOSHA. Had it not
been for CCM’s proactive
engagement,
AB
2043
would have likely passed in
its original form. Now, the
bill simply codifies existing
CalOSHA guidelines for
Ag employers to protect workers against COVID-19
and requires CalOSHA to conduct its own educational
outreach to farmer workers about best practices to
prevent COVID-19.

water accessibility and funding
In early 2020, the Water Blueprint released an economic analysis prepared by
Dr. David Sunding at UC Berkley. The analysis provided a grim outlook for
California’s rural communities if action is not taken to secure the state’s water
supply and minimize the consequences of SGMA. The analysis was widely
accepted and viewed positively by the Administration prior to the COVID-19
pandemic. CCM and allied industry will continue working on funding for water
accessibility in California.

Communications
OUTREACH and education
mARKET MEMO
The Market Memo has been a consistent source of information
for 44 years. This year we added more real time updates for our
growers. As regulations, market information, trade, and other
factors that impact operations change quickly we want to continue
to communicate that information in real time. Therefore, our
updates have come out more frequently rather than once a week.
This has left us to focus on our market data and ensure the articles
in the Market Memo are timely and up to date.

COVID-19 Regulatory Updates
On March 19, 2020, California Governor Gavin Newsom announced
a Statewide Stay At Home Order. While the Order did not apply
to essential industries such as agriculture, it led to numerous and
significant regulatory changes for employers. During this time, the
regulations and updates were coming fast and often, and CCM staff
worked tirelessly to keep our members updated and equipped with
the documents and information to ensure their security during
these uncertain times.

NEW logo and website
Under the direction of the Communications Committee led by
members of the California citrus industry, we created a new logo
and website that reflects the vibrancy and progressive nature of the
industry.
We designed the logo to showcase the industry, the crop, and
the depth of who CCM represents. Also, we felt it was essential
to streamline the website to ensure that our growers, elected
representatives, and industry partners can access the information
they need as efficiently as possible.

CCM AND WESTERN GROWERS video SHOOT
We recognize the importance of telling your story, and partnered
with Western Growers to produce a short video series about the
industry’s current technology and innovation with consumers and
lawmakers.
The video featured CCM members WN Citrus and Bee Sweet
Citrus. These companies helped us showcase a wide variety of
industry issues. The topics covered: sustainability, pest management,
agricultural education in youth, and employee wellness.

Showcase Seminars
The 2020 Citrus Showcase always brings a seminar series focused on a range of topics. In 2020, the
topics included market trends, labor, and Huanglongbing. The
market trends webinar focused on the upcoming season with
industry leaders such as Al Bates, Jim Phillips, Zak Laffite, and
Dave Smith. The Saqui Law Group, CALA, and Fresh Harvest
led the labor seminar regarding the changing regulations and
safety standards during the second seminar with attendees.
Lastly, the Citrus Research Board presented on California’s
collaborative and multi-layer approach to ward off the threat
of Huanglongbing.

Crisis Management and Communication Plan
As the number of cases continued to increase statewide, and particularly in rural agricultural areas, our
efforts focused on helping the industry implement practices to protect employees and limit the spread of
COVID-19 among the Ag workforce.
Early in the Pandemic, we created a Crisis Management Plan for our members and packing houses that
included guidance for communicating with local health departments and responding, if necessary, to
media inquiries. This plan can be found on the CCM Website.

personal protective equipment
The California Office of Emergency Services partnered with the California Department of Food and
Agriculture and the County Ag Commissioners to provide N95 masks for agricultural employers to
protect outdoor employees from wildfire smoke, COVID-19, and pesticide application. This was the case
for a large part of the summer and fall. CCM was an N95 respirator/mask distribution location. In 2020
alone, CCM was given 10,000 masks for the broader agricultural industry in the valley. We dispersed all
of these masks to qualified individuals or entities.

public service announcements
wild fire smoke
CCM partnered with local agencies and the California Agricultural Labor Association
during the 2020 wildfire season to remind farm employees to
wear a mask to prevent the harmful effects of wildfire smoke. The
PSA was shared on social media, the radio, and the Health &
Human Services Agency’s communication avenues.

employee mask safety
In August of 2020, CCM worked with California Agricultural
Labor Association to create a video encouraging agriculture
employees to help prevent the spread of COVID-19. The video outlines three simple
steps: wearing a mask, maintaining social distancing, and avoiding large gatherings. This
video spread across social media and our allied industry partners.

Member Benefits
WEATHER WATCH PROGRAM
The California Citrus Weather Watch program provided by CCM runs on November
15th through March 15th. The Weather Watch program now covers the three major citrus
growing regions including the San Joquin Valley, Ventura, and the Southern California
Desert.
Our Chief Meteorologist Scott Borgioli provides growers real time, accurate and reliable weather
information in an audio forecast report. The reports are updated twice daily in the morning and afternoon
and can be found on the CCM website. As a member, you can also subscribe to receive text message alerts.

educational webinars
When the pandemic hit, CCM quickly looked to technology as a way to inform and
educate our members on the changing regulations that affect your business operations.
CCM has hosted four webinars: Cal-OSHA Emergency COVID-19 Regulations with the
Saqui Law Group, Navagating Through COVID-19 Reducting Risk in the Workplace
with The Zenith Agribusiness Solutions, and the Citrus Growers Direct Payment Webinar with the Farm
Service Agency.

tree removal
CCM was awarded a Specialty Crop Block Grant to continue the residential citrus tree
removal program in the HLB quarantine area. The “Remove My Citrus” initiative was
a free, voluntary program offered to residents in Los Angeles, Orange, and Riverside
Counties to help stop the spread of HLB.
We completed the grant program this year, removing over 135 trees. Prior to the conclusion
of the grant program, we launched a new mail campaign and created a webpage for citrus
tree care tips and huanglongbing prevention. You can visit this website at citruscaretips.com.

scholarships
The 2nd annual Charles Coggins Scholarship was awarded to a student who is pursuing
a career in agriculture/plant science and is a child of a CCM Member or member’s
employee. This year’s recipient is Fresno State student Aaron M. Black.
The Harrison B. Smith Memorial Scholarship is awarded to a Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
student who is pursuing a career in agriculture/plant science. This year’s recipient is Kaleb Roberson from
San Luis Obispo, California.
Our High School Scholarships are for seniors whose parents are employed by or are CCM members. Our
High School recipients are Maria Corona and Caleb Peltzer.

2020 Events
Citrus Showcase

The Citrus Showcase is the largest citrus-specific conference and trade show in
California and features multiple educational workshops, a trade show of over
100 exhibitors, and a popular luncheon program. During the luncheon, CCM
lobbyist Randy Russell of the Russell Group presented his 2020 election forecast.
We were fortunate enough to host this event before the COVID-19 Pandemic
took full force. Thank you to all of our members and exhibitors who joined us
in 2020.

Annual Meeting

The Annual Meeting usually is an in person celebration of our members and the
industry’s achievements. Due to COVID, the 2020 Annual Meeting was held
virtually in November.
Moderated by Chairman Matt Fisher, the meeting focused on the upcoming
season and the importance of industry engagement and communication,
especially in light of the pandemic. Keynote Speaker Megan Timms, Senior
Vice President Edelman Los Angeles, provided an overview of market trends
and consumer preference as we enter the 2020-2021 season. President and CEO
Casey Creamer presented the challenges and changes that the industry and
organization faced throughout the year.

Citrus Stride

The Citrus Stride was held virtually this year with over 470 participants,
including growers, community members, and elected officials. The campaign
for the event consisted of a video, social media, and email campaign. Every
participant received a swag bag with a letter from the CCM team, a finishers
medal, mask, and hand sanitizer. CCM
Member and former board member, Bob
McKellar opened up Farmer Bob’s World
for participants to walk a mile around
the property and collect their swag bags.
Thank you to everyone who participated
and made the event a huge success.

Spray Safe

CCM, along with several other agricultural
organizations, hosted a statewide Spray
Safe effort. The events had roughly 1,000
attendants join in both English and Spanish
courses. We were joined by dignitaries such
as the Department of Pesticide Regulation Director Val Dolcini.
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2020-2021 ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Banking and Financing
AgriFinancial
cgb-agfi.com.

Pacific Gas & Electric
www.pge.com
Pickett Solar
www.pickettsolar.com

American Ag Credit
www.agloan.com

Insurance Services

Bank of the Sierra
www.bankofthesierra.com

Buckman Mitchell, A division of
Arthur J. Gallagher
www.bminc.com

Farm Credit West
www.farmcreditwest.com

Crop Protection Services

Giffin Parker Insurance Brokers
jgparker.com

Aerobotics
www.aerobotics.com

Mary Roach Insurance Agency,
Inc.
www.mricrop.com

Agrian
home.agrian.com

Nielsen & Associates Insurance
www.nielseninsurance.net

BASF
www.basf.com

Personal Ag Management
Insurance Services
www.personalagmanagement.com

Bayer
www.bayercropscience.us
Corteva Agriscience™, Agriculture
Division of DowDuPont
www.corteva.com
FMC Agricultural Solutions
www.fmccrop.com/grower
Hortau Corporation
www.hortau.com
Nichino America, Inc.
www.nichino.net
Simplot Company
www.simplot.com
Syngenta Crop Protection
www.syngenta-us.com/crops/
citrus
Valent USA
www.valent.com

Zenith Insurance Company
www.thezenith.com

Liftking
www.liftking.com
Macro Plastics, Inc.
www.macroplastics.com

Law

PACE International, LLC
www.paceint.com

The Saqui Law Group, P.C.
www.laborcounselors.com

Palogix International
www.palogix.com

Gilmore Magness Janisse
gmlegal.net

Sinclair Systems, International
www.sinclair-intl.com

Marketing

Young’s Commercial Transfer, Inc.
yctinc.com

Pro Citrus Network
pcnbrand.com

Post-Harvest/Packing Equipment
Aweta North America
www.aweta.com
Brown International Corporation
www.brown-intl.com

Juice and By-Product Marketers
Odwalla, Inc.
www.odwalla.com
Sun Orchard LLC
www.sunorchard.com
Sun Rapt Foods
www.lobuecitrus.com

Energy and Utilities

Compac Sorting Equipment
www.compacsort.com

Dorn’s Gas
www.dornsgas.com

JBT FoodTech
www.jbtfoodtech.com

Pearson Realty
www.pearsonrealty.com

JKB Energy
jkbenergy.com

JSC Agricultural Supply
jscagsupply.com

The Mendrin Group
mendrins.com

Real Estate

in the news

CCM President Casey Creamer Appointed to ATAC

Chairman Addresses Crowd at
President Trump’s Press Conference

Citrus Industry Celebrates Ag Leadership Graduates
CCM Director of Government Affairs Alyssa Houtby and CCM Board Member
and Vice President of Farming for Booth Ranches, Jared Plumlee graduated from
California Agricultural Leadership Foundation.
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